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What: Station based scooter 
scheme at Fornebu in Bærum.

How: Learning together with 
different collaborators.

Why: Offer a sustainable and 
lasting solution which is good 
for cities and its inhabitants. 



Order for the city

This pilot allowed for:

Testing with different 
types of stations
- Only geofenced stations
- Physical dock
- Physical street marking 

Having no abandoned 
scooters in the public 
space

Integration with public 
transport  



Flexibility for the user

One click to unlock and lock
- User-friendly app
- Customer support available at all times

Improved station availability
- Geofence technology allows for more 
   space at stations
 - Stations can be established based on
    user demand

User feedback
- Station request function is very popular
- Several point out how stations won't
   clutter the city in the same way as other
   scooter systems 



Control for the operator

User-friendly Admin tool
- Easy to plan rebalancing routes
- Allows staff to maintain control of
  the scooter fleet

Multiple asset system
- Possibility to add different types of
   vehicles to the same system



Sustainable solution

No need for “cleaning” up 
the city at night

Use of electrical vehicles 
for rebalancing

Requires approval from 
landowners to open stations

Better resource 
utilization. Station-based 
scooters last longer than 
free-floating scooters.   



Fornebu Scooter Pilot - overview

Period: July 18th - October 3rd
Sooters: 114 (4 different form 
factors types)
Stations: 8
Users: 1 558
Trips: 3 548



Stations overview

1. Fornebu S - only geofenced
2. Storøya skole - physical marking
3. Fornebuporten - only geofenced
4. Technopolis - only geofenced
5. Telenor - physical dock
6. Punkt - physical marking
7. Lysaker Torg - physical marking
8. Hundsund - physical dock



Fornebu S Storøya Skole Fornebuporten

Technopolis

Telenor

PunktLysaker Torg Hundsund

Stations snapshot



Usage information

Users: 1 558
Trips: 3 548
Trips per scooter per day: 1.3
Avg. trip duration: 12min
Median trip duration: 6min 49sec

Traffic per station



Trips overview



Users would like the service to be a long term solution ...



Highlights from the 
user survey at the 
end of the pilot



End-of-pilot user survey 

Objective: 
Gather insights into who the 
Fornebu Scooter users are, their 
travel behavior, their thoughts 
about a station-based scooter 
scheme and satisfaction with the 
service we provided during the 
pilot

Duration: 5 days (26 - 30 Sept)
Sent: 1 531
Respondents: 175
Response rate: 11.43%



Demographic Overview



Gender
What is the gender distribution amongst our users?

Mostly males
The gender division of the scooter 
riders is 68.6% males and 30.3% 
females 



Age
How old are our users?

Young user base
44% of our users are between 
23-35 years old, and about 64% 
between 15-35 years old  



Education
What level of education do our users have?

Highly educated
65.7% have university/college 
education
31.4% are in school & high 
school



Employment
What are our users doing?

Working in private 
sector
Almost 60% of our users are 
employed in the private sector



Usage & Travel Behavior



Frequency of use
How many times do you ride with Fornebu Sparkesykkel?

Low frequency of use
The majority of users (57%) 
report they used the service 
weekly or monthly.

36% report they used a scooter 
less than once a month. 

Fornebu Sparkesykkel user: not 
a loyal user (PAYG / pilot 
setting)



Travel Behavior
What are you going to do when you hop on a scooter?

Socially driven
The most common activities 
reported by users when they 
pick to ride a scooter are 
to have fun and meet friends 
(45.25%)

Some also report using the 
scooter for connecting to 
public transport (15.74%)



Multimodality
On your last scooter ride, what other forms of transport were used?

Potential for multimodality
34.5% report using the scooter in 
combination with public transport

The same amount reports walking in 
combination with the scooter

This could be the result of the small area 
in Fornebu (easy to walk around), placement 
of stations (not in proximity of PT 
stations, with some exceptions)



What do scooters substitute
If you hadn't used a scooter on your last trip, how would you have completed the journey?

Mostly walking...
...but also public transport 
(18.29%) & car/motorbike and 
taxi (combined 12%)



Change in travel habits
In what ways have your travel habits changed after you started using Fornebu Sparkesykkel?

Potential to influence 
travel habits
Users report driving a 
car/motorbike 29% less often 
and taking a taxi 26% less 
often

They also report taking the 
public transport 15% less often



Reasons for scooter preference
Why do you choose scooters over other travel options?



Scooter Scheme Insights



Scooter scheme type preference
Based on your experience, what type of scooter scheme do you prefer the most?

Reasons for "station-based" 
preference

● More organised
● Tidier
● Easier to find
● Better for the environment
● More predictable

Reasons for "free-floating" 
preference

● More flexible
● Convenient
● More accessible (easier to find and 

to park a scooter)
● Too few  stations (users need to go 

out of their way to park a scooter)



Criteria for choosing a scooter
What is the most important criteria for you when choosing a scooter?



Satisfaction



Satisfaction with different aspects of Fornebu Sparkesykkel
How satisfied have you been with the following this season?



Ranking of aspects important for users’ satisfaction
Which of these are most important for your satisfaction with Fornebu Sparkesykkel?



Overall satisfaction with Fornebu Sparkesykkel
In general, how would you rate your overall satisfaction with Fornebu Sparkesykkel?



Comparison with other transport options
How would you rate Fornebu Sparkesykkel compared to your other transportation options?



Communication



Easiness of finding information
How easy is it to find the information you're looking for?



First source of information about the pilot
How did you first find out about Fornebu Sparkesykkel?



Thank you!


